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Foreword
The Indian commercial vehicle markets witnessed mixed performances during the third 
fiscal quarter of 2018-19. For instance, demand for rigid trucks and buses showed solid 
growth during the quarter; tractor unit sales fell by 46% during Q3 2018-19 compared with 
Q3 2017-18. This slowdown in growth in some segments and severe downturn in tractor 
sales during the quarter - together strong gains in the first half of FY2018-19 – is leading the 
industry to anticipate a decline in CV registrations in the last and fourth quarter of 2018-19.

OEM’s and component manufacturers are now fully 
occupied in development, testing and validation of their 
products to ensure they conform with BS VI emissions 
standards when introduced next year. The industry is also 
looking to adjust its retail prices to reflect the investments 
made to meet these new emissions standards and to 
smooth out the transition to the higher priced vehicles. 
   
Q3 saw the ‘outgoing government’ provide a major impetus 
towards electric vehicles with the announcement of various 
subsidies in the budget totalling USD1.54bn.  However, the 
delivery of this effort to green technology will highly depend 
on the general and union elections in May 2019.

Foreword
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Key Highlights of the 
Indian Commercial Vehicle Industry

Vehicle OEM’S

 

 

•  Tata Motors Ltd of Mumbai has announced it has received a BS VI Type 
Approval certificate for its 3.8-litre NA SGI CNG engine from ARAI 
(Automotive Research Association of India) ahead of other manufacturers. 
This certification includes meeting tailpipe emissions compliance with 
On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) norms mandated by government regulation. 
The 3.8 NA SGI CNG engine produces a maximum power output of 85hp @ 
2500 rev/min with torque of 285Nm @ 2500 rev/min. This engine comes with 
sequential gas injection technology, pioneered by Tata Motors in India. 
Exhaust after-treatment system featuring three-way catalytic converter 
reduces pollutants below limits mandated by regulation. The 3.8 NA SGI CNG 
engine is to be installed in 4t to 9t gvw bus and truck models such as 407, 
709 and 909 (existing BS4 versions), which are popular models in the market.

•  Tata Motors Ltd of Mumbai, displayed Tata Ultra 9m electric bus at the 
Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2019 in Gandhinagar last month. This follows the 
launch at Auto Expo 2018 in Noida last January and followed by trails in 
various states. Tata Ultra 9m Electric Bus is powered using PMAC 
(permanent magnetic alternating current) traction motor with a power output 
of up to 145kW between 0 to 2500 rev/min. It is built on a standard 9m ladder 
chassis with a wheelbase of 4,760mm and is fitted with parabolic leaf spring 
at the front and rear with hydraulic double acting telescopic springs.

•  Tata Motors Ltd of Mumbai, has launched four new light and medium-duty 
truck models - LPT 912, LPK 912, LPK 1212 and LPT1412 - at Bhutan to 
expand its portfolio in tipper and haulage applications.

•  The National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) of Chennai has cleared Ashok 
Leyland proposal in restricting of its LCV business which was previously held 
as 3 JV’s with Nissan motors. Earlier this year, Ashok Leyland had decided to 
fully incorporate its light commercial vehicle subsidiaries of Ashok Leyland 
Nissan Vehicles Ltd, Nissan Ashok Leyland Technologies Ltd, and Ashley 
Powertrain Ltd with its main Ashok Leyland business unit. This consolidation 
is expected help it to focus on growth, achieve operational efficiencies, 
improve utilisation of group resources, drive down costs and improve 
operating efficiencies and, enable better supervision of the LCV businesses. 
In 2016, the Ashok Leyland acquired the remaining interests held by Nissan 
Motors in the three joint venture companies. These included a 51 per cent 
stake in Ashok Leyland Vehicles and Ashley Powertrain, and a 50 percent 
stake in Ashok Leyland Technologies.

•  Ashok Leyland Ltd of Chennai has emerged as successful bidder for 
supply of buses from various state transportation undertakings - Institute 
of Road Transport, Chennai (IRT), Uttar Pradesh State Roadways Transport 
Corporation (UPSRTC) and Chandigarh Transport Undertaking (CTU) - 
totalling 2580 buses for delivery before March 2019.

•  Ashok Leyland Ltd of Chennai, India  inaugurated  a  new  3S  (sales, 
service and spares) facility in Dhaka, Bangladesh, belonging to its sole distrib-
utor, IFAD Auto Ltd at Madanpur, Narayanganj District on Dhaka Chittagong 
highway Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

•  Ashok Leyland Ltd of Chennai, has announced internal completion of BSVI 
complaint engines for its range of medium and heavy-duty commercial 
vehicles that now fully comply with BS VI emission norms.

http://www.raceinnovations.in/
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•  Commercial vehicle manufacturer, VE Commercial 
Vehicles Ltd (VECV) of Pithampur - the commercial 
vehicle manufacturing joint venture and subsidiary of 
Sweden’s Volvo AB and Eicher Motors Ltd of Gurugram, 
India - has introduced Wabco’s OptiDrive AMT system to 
its 6-speed gearbox in the Eicher Pro 3016 16t gvw rigid 
truck. The Eicher Pro 3016 is fitted with E494, 4-cylinder 
CRS 165hp engine with Volvo Group engine manage-
ment system (EMS 3.0) is now matched with the 
ET40S6(6F+1R) gearbox with AMT. The AMT system 
also offers Hill Start Assist that can prevent the vehicle 
from rolling backwards on steep inclines.

•  MEIL Holdings Limited is set to make an open offer to 
acquire shares of Olectra Greentech Limited, formerly 
Goldstone Infratech Limited, a maker of electric buses 
in venture with BYD Group of China. MEIL Holdings 
Limited is part of billionaire Krishna Reddy and promoter 
of infrastructure and construction major Megha Infra-
structure and Engineering Limited.

•  Dhingra Trucking, an authorized dealer and business 
partner of Daimler India Commercial Vehicles (DICV) 
Pvt Ltd on Wednesday opened BharatBenz service facility 
in Dharuhera, Haryana. The existing operation in 
Dharuhera, Rewari district of Haryana was expanded to 
now feature 100 service bays. 

•  Daimler India Commercial Vehicles (DICV) Pvt Ltd., 
has inaugurated new 3S state-of-the-art BharatBenz deal-
ership facility in Villupuram and Maraimalai Nagar on 
Wednesday to cater to BharatBenz range of trucks and 
buses. These new touchpoints will be owned and run by 
KUN Trucking. 

•  JBM Solaris Electric Vehicles Pvt Ltd of Delhi, a joint 
venture between Polish bus maker, Solaris Bus & Coach 
SA of Bolechowo and the Indian firm, JBM Auto Ltd, has 
announced that it has begun trials of Ecolife electric bus 
in New Delhi. This follows the JV’s launch of prototypes at 
Auto Expo in Delhi in 2016 and again in 2018. The start of 
the trial was formerly initiated by Kailash Gahlot, the Delhi 
transport minister together with Varsha Joshi, secretary 
transport and power, Delhi government and Nishant Arya, 
executive director, JBM Group and other dignitaries. 
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  Component/ Body builders/Service Providers

 •  Private equity �rm, The Blackstone Group L.P of New York, USA has agreed terms to 
acquire a 32% stake in steering and drive line system forging components maker, Sona BLW Preci-
sion Forgings Ltd of Gurugram from JM Financial Services Ltd of Mumbai for USD300m. The 
transaction is subject to clearance from the Competition Commission of India remaining share-
holding of 68% in Sona BLW is owned and is to be retained by Mr Sunjay Kapur and family.

 Once the change of ownership is complete, the companies are proposing a merger between 
Sona BLW and starter and alternator specialist, Comstar Automotive Technology Pvt Ltd of      
Chennai. Comstar is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Blackstone, following its purchase of almost 100% 
of the Indian company in April 2018 for USD140m.

 •  Pune-based Automotive Research Association of India (ARAI) has designed a light 
weight bus. It delivers fuel savings of 8% compared with current commercial buses. Once the new 
design has been fully tested and validated, the technical details are to be shared with the OEMs and 
body builders for commercialization.

 The newly developed bus bodywork, which has a steel content of just 13% (with the rest 
being aluminium) potentially o�ers annual fuel savings of 3000 litres and reductions of some 36 
tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions over the lifetime of the bus. The ARAI bus weighs 
2,200-2,700kg, whereas the average bus of current designs weighs 3,000-3,500kgs.
 
 •  The Automotive Research Association of India (ARAI) of Pune, has announced it is to 
establish a fourth testing facility on the outskirts of Pune. To be built on a 110-acre site in Takwe, near 
Talegaon, the new ARAI Mobility Research Centre is to include test tracks for autonomous vehicles, 
�re safety research laboratories, hydrogen and fuel cell R&D technology centre, among others.
 
 •  ZF Friedrichshafen AG of Friedrichshafen, Germany has opened a new shock absorber 
production line at the headquarters of ZF India Pvt Ltd in Chakan, Pune, India as part of plans to 
expand its portfolio of locally-made products for the Indian commercial vehicle sector.
 
 The production line has been completely localized, ZF India stated. It is to manufacture a 
comprehensive range of cabin and axle shock absorbers for trucks and buses. The new production 
line initially has an annual installed manufacturing capacity of some 700,000 units. Over the next 
three to four years ZF says it plans to increase this annual capacity to some three million units. The 
production line has been established in the existing multi-product facility, which ZF states, will o�er 
operational synergies and help it optimise resources. ZF pointed out the new line incorporates the 
latest manufacturing processes used in its di�erent plant locations around the world.
 
 •  The transport department for the Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi 
(GNCTD) has announced it is to propose a tender for one thousand (1,000) low �oor CNG-powered 
12m city buses with air conditioning under the Cluster Scheme1. Documents prepared by the Delhi 
Integrated Multi-Modal Transit System (DIMTS) have identi�ed bus operational requirements under 
four separate projects. Each project is to meet the Cluster requirements in certain areas or districts: 
they are Cluster area 10A+14B (250 buses); 12A+17A (190 buses); 10B+14C (350 buses), 11A+17B 
(210 buses).



 

Policy/Regulations

 •  The Goods & Service Tax (GST) and E-Way Bill System is expected to be integrated with the 
FASTag mechanism introduced by the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) from April 2019 to help 
track movement of goods and check GST evasion. 

 The government has previously proposed fitment of electronic-toll tags be mandatory for all com-
mercial vehicles. The revenue department has set up an officers committee to integrate e-way bill, FASTag 
and DMIC's Logistics Data Bank (LDB) services, after consultation with transporters.

 •  The National Institution for Transforming India (NITI Aayog) has produced a Model Concession 
Agreement (MCA) in-line with the initial draft policy prepared in September 2018 for introducing electric 
buses to India’s cities. The policy document   proposes the operator be responsible on a rate per kilometer 
basis for the procurement of buses, operation, maintenance, as well as creating infrastructure in terms of 
depots for parking, service bays for charging and maintenance for the total contract period of 16 years.

 •  The Union Cabinet of India has approved the proposal for the implementation of Faster Adoption 
and Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles (FAME) of phase II scheme with a fund allocation of 
USD 1.54bn over the period of three years, effect from 1st April 2019 and FAME I closure by 31st March 
2019. This would be inline with fortifying the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 2020 (NEMMP)2, which 
aims to achieve electrification of cars, bikes, light commercial vehicles and city buses by 2020.

FAME II plans to support 1 million e-two-wheelers, 500,000 e-three-wheelers, 55,000 four-wheelers and 
7,000 buses. The benefits of incentives will also be extended to those vehicles which are fitted with 
advance battery like a lithium-ion battery and other new technology batteries. 

The scheme proposes for establishment of charging infrastructure, whereby about 2,700 charging stations 
will be established in various cities across the country so that there will be availability of at least one 
charging station in a grid of 3km x 3 km.

Establishment of charging stations are also proposed on major highways connecting major city clusters. 
On such highways, charging stations will be established on both sides of the road at an interval of about 
25km each.

© 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved www.raceinnovations.in 7
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Indian bus market decline about 1.4% from 13,038 units in Q3(Oct-Dec) of 2017-18 to 12,853 units in Q3 of 2018-19. 
Light and intermediate buses register negative growth due to lesser demand in School/college buses and M&HCV 
buses registers positive growth of 31% instead of year end and pre-buying sale ahead of anticipated price revision 
in Jan 2019.

Note: Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2018-19, Q3 2017-18 means 3rd quarter (Oct – Dec) of 
FY 2017-18, Q2 2018-19 means 2nd Quarter (July – Sep) of FY2018-19, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle 
(3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

LCV bus sales noticeable decline in Q3 of 2018-19
Sale of light duty bus drop by 19.3% to 5,408 units in Q3 of 2018-19 from 6,704 units of the Q3 2017-18. In LCV 
segment, Special application (school buses, ambulances, tour buses etc.) share of 73% in Q3 of 2018-19. 
ICV Bus sales register minimal drop in Q3 of 2018-19
Sale of Intermediate commercial vehicles drop by 2.3% from 2,564 units of Q3 of 2017-18 to 2,505 units of Q3 2018-19.
In ICV segment, Special application (school & college buses, tour buses etc.) share of 70% in Q2 2018-19.

MCV bus sales positive growth in Q3 of 2018-19
Sales of Medium & Heavy commercial vehicles up by 31% to register 4,940 units in Q3 of FY2018-19 from 3,770
units in Q3 of FY2017-18. In M&HCV segment, Intercity application share of 33% in Q2 of 2018-19.

Statistics  
Bus Market

Segment
Q3 FY2018 Application

Intracity Interurban Intercity Special Application

LCV 6,704         5,408 -19.3% 703               757                 –

 –

 3,948

ICV 2,564            2,505 -2.3% 301                451

MCV 3,770            4,940 31% 1,186             741            1,630 1,383

1,754

Total 13,038          12,853 -1.4%

Q3 FY2018-19 Segment and Application wise sales

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note:
• Intra-city buses Runs within the city, covers max of 100 kms

Interurban buses Operates between suburbs, Covers 100 to 300 kms
Intercity Operates between cities or states
For special purposes like school buses, ambulances, tour buses etc., Covers around 50 to 80 kms

•
 •
 •

Q3 FY 2018-19 Segment wise sales

Q3 2018 ICV 
Application share

Source: RACE Analysis Interurban Intra city Intercity Special Application

13%

14%

73%

12%

18%

70% 33%

24%

15%

28%

Q3 2018 M&HCV 
Application share
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Market Share 
Buses

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland Force Motors
Q2 2018 %change Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018 Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018

LCV -32.82% -14.2% 1,638 -37.8%
MS% 30.29%
ICV -29.91% -38.17% 0.00%
MS% 0.00%
MCV 24.20% -20.66% 0.00%
MS% 0.00%
Overall -16.69% -24.37% 1,638 -37.79%
Overall MS%

Q3 2018
2,143

39.63%
1,141

45.55%
2,217

44.88%
5,501

42.80%

3,190
36.25%

1,628
40.97%

1,785
34.62%

6,603
36.82%

134
1.52%

909
22.87%

3,016
58.94%

4,059
22.64%

115
2.13%

562
22.44%

2,393
48.44%

3,070
23.89% 12.74%

2,633
29.92%

0.00%

0.00%
2,633

14.68%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra SML Isuzu Volvo Eicher
Q2 2018 %change Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018 Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018

LCV -28.33% -55.26% 726 -47.08%
MS% 13.42%
ICV 25.44% 58.51% -36.85%
MS% 17.45%
MCV 0.00% 0.00% -10.00%
MS% 4.37%
Overall -25.57% 56.44% 1,379 -40.15%
Overall MS%

Q3 2018
339

6.27%
126

5.03%

0.00%
465

3.62%

473
5.37%

169
4.25%

0.00%
642

3.58%

999
11.35%

576
14.49%

0.00%
1,575
8.78%

447
8.27%

692

240
9.54%

0.00%
686

5.34% 10.73%

1,372
15.59%

17.41%

4.65%
2,304

12.85%

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2018-19, Q3 2017-18 means 3rd quarter (Oct – Dec) of FY 2017-18, 
Q2 2018-19 means 2nd Quarter (July – Sep) of FY2018-19, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw, >13-seater), 
ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us or SIAM will 
not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

In Q3 of 2018-19, Tata motors ltd holds the market leader position with the share of 42.80% in overall market share, 
mark ably 6% of market share increased in Q3 2018-19 compared to last quarter (Q2 2018-19).

In LCV segment, Tata motors leads market in domestic sale with 39.63% of share in 3rd quarter of FY2018-19 and 
force motors follows with the market share of 30.29% in Q3 of FY2018-19. Tata motors market share rise to 
39.63% in Q3 2018-19 from 36.25% in Q3 of FY2017-18. SML Isuzu market share drop from 11.35% to 8.27% in Q3
of FY 2018-19
In ICV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 45.55% in Q3 of FY2018-19, Ashok Leyland follows 
with the 22.44% market share in Q3 of FY2018-19. SML Isuzu market share drop by 5% in Q3 of FY 2018-19 
compared to Q2 of FY 2018-19.

In M&HCV segment, Ashok Leyland leads in this segment with a share of 48.44% in Q3 of FY2018-19, however 
market share dropped compare to last quarter. Tata Motors follows with the share of 44.88%, gained additional
10% share compared to last quarter.
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Indian truck market attains a growth of 4% to register 79,330 units in 3rd quarter of 2018-19 from 76,022 units in 
3rd quarter of 2017-18. Due to upcoming union elections market infrastructure/ road projects becomes less and
holding funds, Indian truck market experienced lesser growth and we anticipate degrowth in upcoming months.
LCV goods decline in Q3 2018-19
Sale of light commercial goods vehicles register a 4% of degrowth from 12,435 units in Q3 of 2017-18 to 11,916 
units in Q3 of 2018-19. When considering the application share, open cargo registers 38.28% & closed cargo register
36.72% of LCV sales share in Q3 2018-19.

ICV trucks sales register a noticeable growth
Sale of Intermediate commercial goods vehicle registers a positive growth of 17% from 15,336 units in Q3 2017-18 
to 17,986 units in Q3 2018-19. In ICV Segment, Open cargo application share of 28.4% and closed cargo application 
share of 36.7% in Q3 2018-19.

M&HCV truck sale register a growth
Sale of Medium and Heavy commercial trucks attain growth of 2% to register 49,428 units in Q3 of 2018-19 from 
48,251 units in Q3 of 2017-18. Open cargo application share of 33.5% and closed cargo application share of 29% in
M&HCV segment in Q3 2018-19.

Segment Q3-2017 Q3-2018 %change
Q3 2018 Application

Open Cargo Closed Cargo Processed
Cargo

Special
ApplicationRaw Cargo Liquid Cargo

LCV 12,435 11,916 -4% 4,561 4,376 – 1,621

ICV 15,366 17,986 17% 5,108 6,594 3,237

MCV 48,251 49,428 2% 16,544 14,344 2,985

960

11,210

882

1,205

2,120

881

477

2,224

Total 76,022 79,330 4%

Q3 FY2018 Segment and Application wise sales

Note: 
• Open cargo applied to transport freight which are steady against the external influence and oversized cargos.

Closed cargo applied for transporting all kind of goods but the loading is done by sideways movement are much safer for freight.
Raw cargos are predominantly used in heavy duty and off-road movement specific to application such us mining and construction.
Processed Cargo are equipped with a silo to transport grains, flour, aluminum powder, cements, fly ash etc...
Liquid Cargo applied for the transportation of food and non-food liquid products
Special application is Car/truck/scooter carrier, mechanical broom, crane mounted truck, fire service truck

•
•
•
•
•

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2018-19, Q3 2017-18 means 3rd quarter (Oct – Dec) of FY 2017-18, 
Q2 2018-19 means 2nd Quarter (July – Sep) of FY2018-19, LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw), 
ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle 
(>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)
All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers 
with us or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Q3 FY 2018-19 Segment wise sales

Source: RACE Analysis

Processed CargoClosed CargoOpen Cargo Liquid Cargo Raw cargo Special Application

Q3 2018 LCV 
Application share

Q3 2018 ICV 
Application share

Q3 2018 MCV 
Application share

38%

28% 23%
33%

29%
37%

5%

6%

18%

5%4%
7% 4% 5%

37%

14%

7%
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Market Share  
Trucks

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland Force Motors
Q2 2018 %change Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018 Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018

LCV -10% -1% 352 13%
MS% 2.95%
ICV -3% -27% 0%
MS% 0.00%
MCV -2% -4% 0%
MS% 0.00%
Overall -3% -9% 352 13%
Overall MS%

Q3 2018
6,451

54.14%
7,307

40.63%
29,868

60.43%
43,626

54.99%

7,184
54.40%

7,526
38.32%
30,334

60.09%
45,044

54.06%

565
4.74%
3,493

19.42%
14,916

30.18%
18,974

23.92%

573
4.34%
4,810

24.49%
15,499

30.70%
20,882

25.06% 0.44%

311
2.36%

0.00%

0.00%
311

0.37%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra SML Isuzu Volvo Eicher
Q2 2018 %change Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018 Q2 2018 %changeQ3 2018

LCV -11% 9% 2,805 -15%
MS% 23.54%
ICV 0% 30% -5%
MS% 35.46%
MCV -14% 0% 1%
MS% 6.44%
Overall -12% 20% 12,364 -6%
Overall MS%

Q3 2018
1,081

9.07%

0.00%

2.19%
2,162
2.73%

1,081

1,212
9.18%

0.00%

2.49%
2,468

2.96%

1,256

809

662
5.56%

6,377

3,182
4.50%

0.00%
1,471

1.85%

623

607
4.60%

3.17%

0.00%
1,230
1.48% 15.59%

3,318
25.13%

34.02%

6.24%
13,150

6,683

3,149

15.78%

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Note: Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2018-19, Q3 2017-18 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2017-18, 
Q2 2018-19 means 2nd Quarter (July – Sep) of FY2018-19, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw), 
ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw),
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us or SIAM
will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report. 

Tata motors leads with the market share of 54.99% in 3rd quarter (Oct-Dec) of 2018-19, Ashok Leyland follows 
with the share of 23.92%. Ashok Leyland registers a decline in market share in Q3 of FY 2018-19 compared to 
last quarter.

In LCV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 54.14% in third quarter of 2018-19. VECV follows 
with the market share of 23.54%, minimal decrease in share compared to the last quarter of 2018-19.

In ICV segment, Tata motors leads with the market share of 40.63% in third quarter of 2018-19, increase in market
share compared to last quarter of 2018-19. VECV follows with the market share of 35.46% in Q3 of 2018-19, 
minimal increase in market share compared to the last quarter.

In M&HCV segment, Tata motors continues to be market leader with the 60.43% of market share in Q3 of 2018-19. 
Ashok Leyland register minimal decrease in market share from 30.70% in Q2 of 2018-19 to 30.18% in Q3 of 2018-19.

www.raceinnovations.in © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved14
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Statistics 
Haulage Tractor (Tractor-Semi Trailer/Trailer)
The Haulage Tractor- Semi Trailer segment register a massive degrowth of 47% to 12,597 units in Q3 of 2018-19 
from 23,567 units in Q3 of 2018-19*.

Q3 FY 2018-19 Segment sales

Segment Q3 2017 Q3 2018 %change

HD truck/Tractor Trailer 23,567 12,597 -47%

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

Source: SIAM & RACE Analysis

OEM Split — Haulage Tractor (Tractor-Semi Trailer/Trailer)

We are not displaying the market share of this segment we suspect the inclusion of 37t gvw Rigid Truck sales figures 
in the haulage tractor header as published by SIAM in turn can distort the actual market share figures. For detailed 
RACE analysis on Haulage tractor you may write us in person to share the information as we do not want to publish 
it on an open forum.

Manufacturer wise market share and growth rate

Note: Q3 2018-19 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY2018-19, Q3 2017-18 means 3rd Quarter (Oct-Dec) of FY 2017-18, 
Q2 2018-19 means 2nd Quarter (July – Sep) of FY2018-19, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw), 
ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us 
or SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

*Our Analysis suspects that 4,293 units in Q3 of FY 2018-19 and 8,626 units in Q3 of FY 2017-18 
of Heavy duty haulage truck (37T GVW) is factored up in the SIAM report reflecting exponential 
growth in this segment.

Segment
OEMS

Tata Motors Ashok Leyland
Q2 2018 Q3 2018 % change

HD truck/Tractor Trailer
 8,853 4,616 -47.9%

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 % change

11,394            6,579 -42.3%

Segment
OEMS

Mahindra & Mahindra Volvo Eicher

HD truck/Tractor Trailer

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 % change

1,822            1,081               -40.7%

Q2 2018 Q3 2018 % change

232 307 -75%

www.raceinnovations.inov © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved16
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Forecasted Q4 (Jan-Mar) of FY2018-19
Indian bus market expected a minimal growth in fourth quarter of 2018-19 due to decrease in demand for the intercity 
and intracity bus application.
Indian Truck and trailer market anticipated a negative growth in Q4 2017-18 due to lesser demand in 
mining/construction/ Oil & Gas industry and domestic sales inline to upcoming union elections and 
year end sentiments.

Segment Q4 FY2017 Estimated Q4 2018-19 % Change

LCV 13,412 13,122 -2.16%
ICV 5,925 6,022 1.64%
MCV 5,272 5,477 3.89%
Total 24,609 24,621 0.05%

Segment Q4 FY2017 Estimated Q4 2018-19 %change

29,006 11,602 -60.0%

Source: RACE Analysis

Buses

Tractor/Trailer

Note: Q4 2018-19 means 4th Quarter (Jan- mar) of FY2018-19, Q4 2017-18 means 4th quarter (Jan – Mar) of FY 2017-18, 
LCV – Light commercial Vehicle (3.5 to 7.5 Tonnes gvw), 
ICV – Intermediate Commercial Vehicle (>7.5 to 12 Tonnes gvw), 
M&HCV – Medium & Heavy Commercial Vehicle (>12 Tonnes to 35 Tonnes gvw)

All vehicle sales number are arrived based on SIAM publication, further OEM’s who have not shared their numbers with us or 
SIAM will not be taken for analysis nor represented in this report.

Segment Q4 FY2017 Estimated Q4 2018-19 % Change

LCV 14,352 13,001 -9.41%
ICV 20,191 20,511 1.58%
MCV 57,088 57,011 -0.13%
Total 91,631 90,523 -1.21%

Truck

www.raceinnovations.inov © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved18
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Aftermarket / Investment
GTS entering into commercial vehicle service business

gmt auto engineering  

Steel Load Body

Domex Load Body

Variants 24 ft 32 ft

Variants 14/16 ft 21/24ft 32 ft

Manual/Automatic

Body Top Covering Solutions

Contact Details
n

o
o
o
o 40’ /24’/27’/32’ Flat Bed / Skeleton Trailer 
o 40’/24’/27’/32’ Container/ Side board Trailer 

o
o
o

Product Offerings  

Trailer code AIS 113 

Flat Bed Semi Trailer

Tip Trailer
Side openable with protection

Side Curtains

Bulker

Port Application  

© 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved www.raceinnovations.in 19

Chennai - GTS Trade Solutions Pvt Ltd of Chennai, a new provider of parts, specialising in 
commercial parts and notably for imported vehicles, has set up its new multi-branded 
commercial vehicles spares and service centre at Redhills, Chennai. Representing an investment 
of USD100,000, the facility o�ers service and support, strategically located in the upcoming 
Phase II of the build of the Outer Ring Road NH205, 6 Lane Road.

The outlet was inaugurated on January 19 in the presence of various �eet operators, OEM 
representatives, spare parts retailers, distributors and tyre manufacturers.

This is an 8-bay facility  extending to 36,000sqft covered shed area of 1200 sq m equipped with 
tools, parking spaces, washing area and various spares to cater for commercial vehicles. It plans 
to tie up with all key sub-system component manufacturers for after sales support and spares to 
provide as comprehensive support of vehicles coming in for service.

GTS Trade Solution Pvt Ltd was incorporated in 2015 and is headquartered in Manjambakkam, 
Chennai. Its purpose is to facilitate the provision of imported components / sub-systems for trailers, 
bus body builders and premium segment commercial vehicle brands such as Volvo, Scania and MAN. 
It is also exporting CV components and sub-systems to various dealers in African and Asian markets. 
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Premier Transport Ltd.  |  Premier Global Logistics Ltd. 
1008 Lodha Supremus, I Think Techno Campus, Kanjurmarg - East, Mumbai - 400 042, India | Tel: 91-22-4054 6600 | www.premiertransport.com | mumbai@ptlindia.com
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RACE Product Offerings

“Intellect” OFFERS RESEARCH 
BASED ANALYSED OUTPUT TO 
PLAN STRATEGIES &TAKE KEY 
DECISIONS

Our strong network of market 
research and consulting team 
continuously tracks the Indian, 
global automotive market to 
provide clients with rich, extensive 
insights on market entry strategies, 
product development/launch, 
competitive strategy, mega trends, 
vehicle/component OEM strategies, 
regulatory/statutory tracking, 
customer behaviour analysis and 
manufacturing feasibility.

“Connect” OFFERS NETWORK 
AND SUPPORT TO EXECUTE/
IMPLEMENT & ESTABLISH 
THE PROJECT WITH DESIRED 
RESULTS

This Program enables clients to 
achieve their targeted vision by 
RACE deploying their resources 
within their organisation in 
various functions (Marketing, 
Sales, Sourcing, Manufacturing, 
R&D, Finance), mentoring them 
with required skills, connect with 
appropriate key decision makers 
in the industry to ensure desired 
results within limited time frame.

RACE also enables companies 

venture, technical or marketing 
collaboration.

TECHNIC” OFFERS ENGINEERING 
INTERFACE SUPPORT/PRODUCT 
BENCH MARKING INPUTS FOR 
DEVELOPMENT/HOMOLOGATION 
SUPPORT

RACE engineering team is fully 
equipped to support the clients 
with various applications and 
interface engineering enabling the 
automotive market to realize the 
complete potential of their products 
& services, this involves adequate 
understanding of the technical 
needs, operating conditions like 
terrain, location, usage pattern 
and packaging requirements with 
partners in the value chain.

Application & Interface Engineering

• Bus and Truck Bodies

• Packaging the vehicle aggregates

Product Engineering

• Bus and Truck Chassis

• Trailers and Specialized vehicles

Validation of Testing

• Prototype Development

• 

• Aggregates, Accessories

• Homologation Support

• Statutory approvals

Our current focus been on Electric Vehicle developments for Indian market

Mail Id: kh@raceinnovations.in / mkt_research@raceinnovations.in
Contact: +91 98404 90241 / +91 90030 31527

www.raceinnovations.in © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved24
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LOCATION BASED INTELLIGENCE
RACE Innovations is pioneer in CV Industry serving a diverse clientele giving them application-based solution 
related to transportation. Our RACE “LBI” Team works closely with logistics & Transportation companies to enable 
them to transport their cargo safe and securely.

RACE has the team of professional engineering and civil team to execute route survey’s, identify shortest feasible 
routes, loads securing, vehicle stability calculation, determining capacity of bridges, road filling information’s with 
civil costs for the purpose of safe and economical transportation of cargo.

Leveraging the technological boom, we have equipped our self with the following

Team generally covers 150-200 kms / day, depending on enroute constraints.

• Turning circle diagram with vehicle simulation along with load

• Railway crossing related obstruction details 

• LT/HT Cables, tree branches, sign board, overhead bridge height constraints

• Other observations like petrol pumps, toll plaza, Parking points, SOS- Emergency, services, Dhaba, traffic 
congestion locations, pothole details, NH/SH Identification, Major city entry/exit.

• Vehicle stability calculations when loaded

• Load security guidelines, suggestion for vehicle modification to suit loads, new vehicle design for special cargo 
movement

• Gradient calculations

 © 2018 RACE Innovations Pvt ltd. All rights reserved www.raceinnovations.in 25

Key Features of RACE report

Mail: kh@raceinnovations.in
 vk@raceinnovations.in

Mob: +91 98404 90241
 +91 98405 12121

www.raceinnovations.in
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Disclaimer

reporting inaccuracies can occur, consequently readers using this information do so at their 
own risk.

While every effort has been made to ensure that information is correct at the time of publishing, 
RACE Innovations Pvt Ltd cannot be held responsible for the outcome of any action or decision 
based on the information contained in this publication. 

© 2018 Race Innovations Pvt Ltd. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any 
form without prior written permission of the Publisher. Permission is only deemed valid if approval 
is in writing. Race Innovations Pvt Ltd buy all rights to contributions, text and images, unless 
previously agreed to in writing.

Contact us
Feedback/queries can be addressed to our analyst

Also, you can write in our website www.raceinnovations.in/contact-us

 
kh@raceinnovations.in  or contact us at +91-9840490241

Manoj Prabhu
Manager- Research & Consulting
+91 9003031527 l 044 4283 4054
Mail id:  mkt_research@raceinnovations.in/ 

mkt_research2@raceinnovations.in

Follow on: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/manoj-prabhu/
https://www.facebook.com/manojprabhu01
https://www.instagram.com/manoj_prabhuk/
https://plus.google.com/+ManojMj01
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